Wedding favours
Your Wedding day will be a magical day to remember and no doubt your guests will play an
important part in adding some sparkle to the occasion. So why not give them a very special
thank you with one of our beautiful wedding favours?
Inside each jar is a delicious shortbread cookie mix just
waiting to be baked! And whilst our jars may be petite, they
each make around half a dozen cookies for your guests to
enjoy.
We want to help you make your wedding day special, so we
offer a number of ways to tailor your wedding favour mixes
to make them personal to you. This guide is designed to give
you some ideas as to how we can add that personal touch. If
you have a special request, please don’t hesitate to get in
touch.

Flavours
We offer the following range of flavours as standard, but if there is something specific
you have in mind, then please do let us know, and we will do our best to create your ideal
baking mix!
•

Vanilla

•
•
•

Lemon and Poppy seed
Strawberry and white chocolate
Chocolate Chip

Coloured sugars
All our coloured sugars are created by hand, in-house so we can blend a colour to tie in
with your colour theme. (Please note we cannot guarantee to match an exact colour given
the nature of natural food colourings, but we will get it as close as we can!)

Ribbon
Our standard ribbon colour for favours is ivory as shown in the photograph above, but if
you have a specific colour in mind, please let us know and we will work with you to find a
match.

Personalised wooden hearts
To add that perfect finishing touch, why not add a personalised wooden heart to your
favour with your choice of words.

Prices
Standard Favour
What’s included with each favour?
• 70ml Jar of cookie mix
• A choice of one flavour from the 4 flavours detailed above
• Step by step instructions*
Quantity
24-48
49-96
96+

Price per favour
£3.25
£3.00
£2.75

Optional Added extras:
•
•
•
•

Wooden heart – blank
30p per favour
Wooden Heart with personalised message
55p per favour
Coloured Sugars – There may be additional costs involved for incorporating
coloured sugar, depending on the order quantity and the desired colour.
Coloured Ribbon – Again, there may be additional costs for bespoke ribbon.

Please note that delivery charges will apply, but we will endeavour to keep these to a
minimum, whilst ensuring your favours reach you in perfect condition.

And something for the children ….?
For your younger guests, our party bag range will
complement these favours perfectly. Again,
these can be tailored to you, so please ask for
more details.

* Due to the limited space to include baking instructions on our wedding favour jars, to ensure a perfect bake
every time, instructions for baking will be made available via a link to an on-line webpage. Printed instructions
can be made available if required for a small additional cost. Please ask for more details.

